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Trustees' Note
What a year it has been for Populus! From registering as a 

charity to opening our first team in Dundee, it’s been an 

exciting first year filled with opportunities to give back to the 

community in St Andrews and afar.  

 

Populus continues to be open to everyone, regardless of 

gender, age or ethnicity, and we’ve enjoyed meeting lots of 

new faces throughout our adventure. People from all sorts of 

backgrounds have come along to our free social events, that 

we hold with the overarching aim of reducing loneliness among 

students and the wider community. And it’s not been a one 

man/board band either - our local team and sponsors have 

supported us tremendously during this year of growth.  

 

We’ve welcomed some new faces to our team in St Andrews, 

and established a new one in Dundee, which means we have 

met more people than ever before! It’s been so humbling to see 

the positive response people have when we talk about our 

mission, and we hope this annual report gives you a flavour of 

the journey we have been on.  
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2017-18 Story
We kicked off 2017 by registering as a charity and formalising our fundraising 

procedures. Our team in St Andrews also grew, welcoming new volunteers and 

fresh ideas. 

 

Half way through the year, Ruxy and Sam took on new roles of carrying more 

admin tasks for the charity and expanding our reach across Scottish 

Universities and communities. This meant handing over the leadership of the 

St Andrews team to Camilla and Rebecca, who have done a fantastic job in 

carrying the Populus' vision forward and championing Populus pride. 

 

We also celebrated our first year of collaborating with TSB St Andrews as their 

local charity partner, which was a huge driver for our outreach into the St 

Andrews community. We have some exciting plans to implement before the 

end of our partnership, and we’re so grateful for the events and connections 

we’ve made with them.  
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Events
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97 events 

948 attendees

900 hours of volunteering

1100 pancakes



Fundraising
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None of the events would have 

been possible without the support 

gained from the community through 

our bake sales - we were there for 

many nights and days with baked 

goods from our team.  

 

Also we were voted the local TSB 

charity of the year and they 

provided us with amazing financial 

and logistical support. 



Blog
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The best bit about Populus? It isn’t just a club for lonely people, only our

aims tackle loneliness. Populus means people, and that’s who it’s for, for

all of us. So next time you see we are holding an event, take that step out

of your room, even if it’s just for five minutes and the cake.

Why Loneliness is okay and Why I founded Populus - Sam

So I encourage you to not leave your friendships online. If you're
‘liking’ each other’s posts online, then then odds are that you’re
going to like each other in real life. Take a chance and you may just
make some of the best friends that you’ll ever have!

Making true friends in the age of Facebook - Kate 

Throughout, a prevailing thought seems to be occurring. That so much loneliness

comes from choosing it as an easier option when faced with choices. One can

always rely on oneself. Loneliness is an easy option. Loneliness as an end result is

not always a result of choice, of course, but it can be. Faces on screens, whether we

recognise them or not, do not demand anything from us. Real flesh and blood faces

do. And in front of these demanding judges, we have to deliver something. And that

can be hard.

On Solitude - Henry

Even if you’re someone who has become a social hermit recently, or you’re someone

who is slowly trying to become more sociable – I urge you to try and reconnect with

yourself first. Reach out to the Populus organisation or attend one of their events if

you pass by St Andrews sometime – you will be welcomed by a heart-warming,

friendly community who will always make sure you feel comfortable around others.

And hopefully by reconnecting in this way, you’ll soon feel less isolated, and maybe

your social anxiety may diminish as well, in time.

The power of reconnecting - Amaan 

"Picture an organisation where its sole purpose is to fight 

loneliness. To help people connect, to make friends, to not 

be depressed because they're on their own! I didn't want to 

stay up until 5 in the morning but I made those poor choices. 

Maybe if Populus had been around I may not have needed 

to." 

My First Year Experience - David

*links to articles included in the titles

http://populusstandrews.strikingly.com/blog/why-loneliness-is-okay-and-why-i-founded-populus
http://populusstandrews.strikingly.com/blog/making-true-friends-in-the-facebook-age
http://populusstandrews.strikingly.com/blog/on-solitude-2
http://populusstandrews.strikingly.com/blog/the-power-of-reconnecting
http://populusstandrews.strikingly.com/blog/my-first-year-experience


Future Plans
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Over the next year we’ll be looking for a variety of other funding 

opportunities, and increasing our outreach into more locations 

across Scotland. 

 

By this time next year, we hope to have opened our third location, 

and expanded our teams some more. We’re also aiming to have 

completed our plans with TSB and rounded off our partnership with 

them. 

 

Populus Dundee Team should be formalised by the end of this year. 

Hence, we will be able to throw regular events there as well.  

 



Thank you
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University of St Andrews 

Chaplaincy  

 

University of St Andrews 

Careers Centre 

 

TSB St Andrews 

 

Team St Andrews 

 

Team Dundee 

 

Scottish Health Council

University of Dundee Catering 

Services 

 

Populus Trustees 

 

Fife Voluntary Action 

 

All the people that donated money 

 

Everyone who has collaborated 

with us 

 

Everyone who has come along to 

an event



Find out more about us
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facebook.com/populussta/

populusstandrews.strikingly.com/#blogs

populusstandrews@gmail.com

twitter.com/populussta

instagram.com/populus_standrews/

 07904 946364

Registered Charity SC047243 



Contact and other info
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Address: 10 Bonhard Terrace, Borrowstoun 

Road, Bo'ness , Falkirk, EH51 9TF 

Main Contact: Samantha Ross 

Tel: 07904946364

Independent examiner: Sue Jack 

Contact: Craig Mitchell House, Flemington 

Road, Glenrothes, KY7 5QF.

Populus is an unincorporated association.


